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Abstract

Managing subsurface damage during the shaping process and removing subsurface damage during 
the polishing process is essential in the production of low damage density optical components, such 
as those required for use on high peak power lasers. Removal of subsurface damage, during the 
polishing process, requires polishing to a depth which is greater than the depth of the residual cracks 
present following the shaping process.  To successfully manage, and ultimately remove subsurface 
damage, understanding the distribution and character of fractures in the subsurface region introduced 
during fabrication process is important. 

We have characterized the depth and morphology of subsurface fractures present following fixed 
abrasive and loose abrasive grinding processes.  At shallow depths lateral cracks and an overlapping 
series of trailing indentation fractures were found to be present.  At greater depths, subsurface 
damage consists of a series of trailing indentation fractures.  The area density of trailing fractures 
changes as a function of depth, however the length and shape of individual cracks remain nearly 
constant for a given grinding process.  We have developed and applied a model to interpret the depth 
and crack length distributions of subsurface surface damage in terms of key variables including 
abrasive size and load.  

Keywords: Subsurface damage, diagnostics, optical finishing, optical fabrication

1.0 Introduction

Subsurface damage (SSD) refers to the residual fractured and deformed material in the near surface 
region of brittle optical materials.  This layer of deformed and fractured material is generally the 
result of abrasive cutting, grinding and lapping operations that are typically used during the initial 
figuring and shaping of optical components.   The presence of SSD is of importance to the 
technological application of optical glasses, ceramics and crystals.  For example, it has long been 
recognized that the practical strength of ceramic materials is not limited by the strength of the 
chemical bonds making up the material or even the presence of atomic scale defects within the bulk 
material.  Rather, the strength of brittle materials is limited by the presence of surface 
discontinuities.  These, so called Griffith’s flaws1,2, may take the form of scratches, abrasions, or 



near surface fractures such as SSD.  For this reason, one typically finds that the single biggest 
variable governing the mechanical strength of optical ceramics is the surface finish3. 

Similarly, it is generally found that the damage performance of optics subjected to intense 
irradiation, such as that found in high peak power laser systems, can be improved by fabricating 
optics in a manner which minimizes the presence of SSD in the finished optic.  This is thought to be 
because surface fractures can serve as reservoirs4 for vanishingly small (femtogram) quantities of 
photo-absorbing impurities.  When irradiated with a sufficiently high fluence beam, extrinsic 
impurities of the correct thermal size can be heated to the critical temperature required to initiate 
plasma formation, thus providing a means of coupling laser energy into the surface of the optic.

Due to their high removal rates, lapping and grinding are used universally for shaping optical 
components.  Because fracture is the dominant mechanism for material removal during grinding and 
lapping operations, subsurface damage is inevitably introduced during the shaping process.  In 
applications, including the finishing of low damage density optics for use on high power laser 
systems or the finishing of high strength components for aquatic or aerospace applications SSD must 
be carefully managed throughout the manufacturing process.  During shaping, SSD is minimized by 
the use of a series of grinding steps where successively smaller abrasives are used to remove the 
subsurface damage introduced during previous grinding or lapping operations.  The final vestiges of 
SSD, from grinding and lapping, can be removed by polishing, provided that sufficient material can 
be removed without introducing additional SSD during the polishing process.  

Unfortunately, the immediate surface layer of conventionally polished optics typically consists of a 
thin (≈200 nm, in the case of fused silica) layer of heavily hydrated material (i.e. the Bielby layer) 
that effectively obscures the direct observation of SSD.   The presence of subsurface cracks in most 
polished optics may be readily visualized by etching with a suitable acidic fluoride solution5,6. 
However such a technique provides no information regarding the depth or distribution of SSD. 

Due to these difficulties, a variety of empirical and semi-empirical correlations have been suggested 
to allow one to estimate the depth of subsurface damage that remains following a given grinding or 
lapping operation.  Generally, these correlations relate the depth of the subsurface damage to either 
the particle size of the abrasive used during the grinding process or to the roughness of the resultant 
surface. 

For example, based on an extensive analysis involving a variety of optical glasses, abrasive sizes  
and grinding processes, including those using loose abrasives, ring tools, pellets, wheels, and saws, 
Lambropoulos7 has suggested that the depth of SSD (in µm) resulting from abrasive processes lies
within the bounds given by the expression: 

0.3d 0.68<SSD (µm) < 2d0.85

where d is the size, in µm, of the abrasive used during the grinding operation.

Correlations have also been proposed that relate the depth of subsurface damage to the roughness of 
the resultant surface.  Such a relationship was first expressed by Preston4, who compared the depth 



of subsurface flaws formed by grinding one surface of polished microscope slides to the depth of the 
exposed pits formed during grinding.  Using microscopy, he found that subsurface flaws extended, 
into the surface, to a depth that was about three times as great as the deepest grinding pits.  Later, 
Alenikov8 reported that the ratio of the SSD depth to the surface roughness was 3.93 ± 0.17 for a 
series of glasses and ceramics which had been ground using a range of loose SiC abrasives.   In the 
late 1980s, Paul Hed9 and coworkers extended Alenikov’s work by studying the relationship 
between surface roughness and SSD for three optical glasses (BK-7, 7940 fused silica and Zerodur) 
that had been ground using both fixed diamond and boron carbide abrasives.  They found a ratio 
between SSD depth and peak-to-valley surface roughness (as measured by surface profilometry) that 
was significantly higher (6.4±1.3) than those reported in previous studies.  A considerably lower 
ratio has been reported by Lambropoulos10 et. al. who report a ratio of less than two.  The 
differences in the ratio reported by these workers are likely due to the differences in the 
methodologies used to estimate both peak-to-valley roughness and SSD depth.  For example, Hed 
used a stylus profilometer to estimate surface roughness while Lambropoulos used a white light 
interferometer. One would expect that spatial scale length, and thus the apparent surface roughness 
of each measurement would differ considerably. 

Similarly, several experimental methods have also been used, by those interested in the fabrication 
of precision optics, to estimate SSD depth.  These include the taper polishing technique, such as that 
used by Hed9, and the dimple technique where either a steel ball and a diamond abrasive11,12 or 
magnetorheological finishing (MRF)13,14 is used to locally remove material, thus allowing subsurface 
fractures to be visualized as a function of depth. Historically, the use of these techniques has been 
restricted to relatively small areas (a few mm2) which makes it difficult to characterize the statistical 
distribution or nature of the SSD found following typical abrasive processing.  In the present work 
we have used MRF to taper polish relatively large areas of several fused silica substrates that had 
previously undergone abrasive grinding.  Through the use of photomicroscopy and image analysis, 
we have characterized both the crack depth and crack length distributions and related these 
distributions to one another using relationships from indentation fracture mechanics.  The area of the 
wedge that is used to characterize subsurface damage, in the present technique, is significantly larger 
than that used by the dimple technique.  Therefore MRF taper polishing provides both a means of 
characterizing the distribution of subsurface damage and a significantly more robust measurement of 
the maximum extent of SSD.

2.0 Experimental

A series of six 10 cm diameter 7980 (Corning Glass Works, Corning, NY) fused silica blanks, which 
had previously been polished, were ground using either bound diamond abrasives or loose Al2O3
abrasive.  Generous material removal was performed in each case to ensure that any residual SSD
from previous operations was completely removed.  A seventh optic was sandblasted using 300 µm 
alumina grit. The sizes of the abrasives used in preparation of the remaining samples, together with 
other relevant experimental details, are summarized in Table 1.   Following preparation, the peak to 
valley surface roughness of each surface was measured using a KLA Tencor model P-10 stylus 
profilometer, by making a series of 5 mm scans in four randomly selected areas. 



The method used to characterize the SSD, in each sample, is shown schematically in Figure 1 and 
has been described in detail elsewhere15, thus only a brief description will be given here.  Following 
abrasive processing, the SSD, as a function of depth, was revealed by using an MRF (QED 
Technologies, Rochester NY) to polish an approximate 50 cm2 taper into the surface of each optic.  
The depth and slope of each taper was then characterized by surface profilometery.  The taper depths 
for each sample depended on the sample preparation and ranged between ≈20 and 110 µm for the 
sample set shown in Table 1.  Following taper polishing, each sample was etched in 20:1 buffered 
oxide etch (BOE) for several minutes to allow visualization of the subsurface fractures.  Finally, a 
series of photomicrographs were electronically recorded at magnifications of 75x or 300x, along the 
polished taper, thus allowing the compilation of a series of micrographs documenting the SSD as a 
function of depth into each sample.   

3.0 Results

Several representative micrographs of the surfaces, of the ground samples described above are 
shown in Figure 2.   As shown in this figure, the near surface region of each of the ground optics 
consists of a complex network of overlapping fractures which are impossible to characterize 
individually.  Figure 3 presents a collage of a small number of micrographs typical of those observed 
as one progresses along the etched taper of a previously ground sample.  There are several notable 
features that are apparent in Figure 3.  First, there is a depth below which no damage or additional 
fractures are seen.  This observation is consistent with previous work13 and illustrates that the MRF 
polishing tool itself does not propagate damage during the polishing process.  Secondly, although the 
density of fractures changes markedly as a function of depth, the size and shape of the isolated 
fractures do not change significantly, for each grinding process.

Each of the isolated flaws or fractures shown in Figure 4, or throughout the near surface region of 
the optic, can be characterized both in terms of the depth (c) that it extends into the work piece and 
in terms of the length (L) of the arc that the fracture leaves on the surface of the substrate (see Figure 
5).  The distributions of crack depths and crack lengths, for each of the samples in Table 1, are 
shown as Figures 6 and 7 respectively.   Note that the ordinate of the crack depth distribution (Figure 
6) is given in terms of obscuration (i.e. crack area fraction relative to observed area), rather than 
number of cracks.  This was done to allow the distribution to extend into the near surface region 
which is characterized by a heavily overlapping network of fractures. 

4.0 Discussion
4.1 Indentation Fractures

During grinding, material removal results from the accumulation of vast numbers of abrasive 
induced fractures.  Individual fractures such as those shown in Figure 4, are typical of the type of 
flaws found in the subsurface layer of all ground surfaces and were originally described by Preston 
as “chatter flaws”5.  In contemporary terms, such fractures can be classified as indentation fractures16

which result from the contact of a hard indenter (an abrasive particle) and a brittle surface (the work 
piece). It is useful to distinguish between fractures that occur under the influence of a blunt indenter 
and those that occur in response to a sharp indenter.  When the indenter is sufficiently blunt, the 



substrate responds as a purely elastic material.  A normally loaded static blunt indenter results in the 
formation of a classic Hertzian cone crack (see Figure 8a).  

Once such a fracture has been initiated, it will grow to a depth (ch) which is dependent only on the 
load (P) impressed upon the indenter and the material properties of the substrate16: 
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Where: 
χh is the a dimensionless constant dependent on the materials properties of the substrate. 

For fused silica, Lawn16 give a value of 0.03 as the Hertzian growth constant
P is the load 
KIc is the fracture toughness  

For a given load, as the radius of curvature of the indenter becomes smaller, the local pressure in the 
contact zone beneath the indenter rises.   When the contact pressure exceeds a critical value, material 
directly below the indenter plastically deforms.   In such cases, rather than a cone crack, radial 
cracks (Figure 8b) and lateral cracks (Figure 8c) are formed.   Since lateral cracks have the potential 
to vent to the surface (see Figure 8c), cracks of this type of fracture represents the most efficient 
means of removing material from the surface of the work piece.  As a result, conditions that favor 
lateral crack formation, such as sharp abrasives (indenters), would be expected to lead to more rapid 
material removal.  In contrast, a network of intersecting cone or radial cracks must be present for 
material removal to take place. This need for an intersecting network of cracks explains the relative 
difficulty in removing material by grinding from previously polished glass surfaces compared to 
those that have previously been ground5.  

While one would expect that lateral cracks would be the most effective at removing material, SSD 
damage would be expected to be dominated by radial or cone cracks. 
Once initiated, the depth of a radial crack is governed by an expression which is analogous to 
Equation 1, with cr replacing ch and χr replacing χh.  For fused silica the radial growth (χr) constant17

is about 60% smaller (0.030 vs 0.019) than the Hertzian growth constant (χh).  Thus, if one were to 
have two equally loaded indenters, one sharp and one blunt, one would expect that the length of the 
cone crack associated with the blunt indenter, would be about 35% larger than the length of the 
radial crack associated with the sharp indenter.  

Grinding does not, of course, occur as a series of static indentations.  Rather, in addition to the 
normal load, a tangential load is also present representing the component of the abrasive’s motion 
that is parallel to the surface of the work piece.  The fractures that are formed when an indenter 
moves along the surface of a brittle material are analogous to those formed by static indentation and 
have been described by Lawn18 The addition of a tangential load increases the tensile stress at the 
trailing edge of the contact zone between the particle and the substrate.  This increased tensile 
component dramatically reduces the load required for crack initiation and results in the preferential 
formation of fractures at the trailing edge of the indenter (Figure 9). While the presence of the 
tangential load greatly reduces the load required to initiate a crack, the tangential load has only a 



modest effect on the depth of the crack.  In the case of a blunt indenter sliding across a surface the 
depth (cth) of the resulting fracture is given by Lawn18 as:

2)

Under frictionless conditions (µ = 0), the depth of the trailing fracture reduces to that of the static 
indentation fracture.  One would expect that the presence of preexisting fractures might modify the 
local stress distribution in the vicinity of a given abrasive - surface interaction.  Nonetheless, 
indentation mechanics provide a useful model for understanding the factors and scaling laws 
associated with the material removal process.  Thus, the collection of “chatter flaws” first described 
by Preston and apparent in the present data, might well be termed trailing indentation fractures.

Due to the large number of particles involved and the dynamic nature of the grinding process, it is 
beyond our grasp to use expressions such as Equations 1 or 2 to estimate the depth of subsurface 
damage caused by a given grinding operation. To do so would require a priori knowledge of the 
time dependent particle loading during the grinding process.  It is instructive, however, to estimate 
the minimum fraction (fp(c)) of the total load (PT) that was present on a given particle to result in the 
growth of a crack to a given depth.  Substituting the relationship: 

3)

into Equation 2 and rearranging gives:

4)

In the case of the Sample F, which was ground with 9 µm loose abrasive, the maximum subsurface 
damage depth (Figure 6) was observed to be ≈6 µm.  Evaluating Equation 4, assuming frictionless 
system (µ≈0), one finds that for a crack to have grown to the maximum SSD depth, a single abrasive 
particle must have carried, at one point in time, about 1% of the total (25 N) load.  If one further 
assumes abrasive particles pack beneath the optic with a fill fraction of ≈0.1, then a 4” part would be 
expected to have on the order of 100 million particles beneath it at any given time.  One is left with 
the intuitively responsible conclusion that the maximum SSD depth results from the total 
instantaneous load being distributed over an extraordinarily small (on the order of 1 in a million) 
fraction of the total abrasive particles that are present at any given time.  

The most straightforward means of altering the per-particle load is by modifying the distribution of 
particle sizes present in the grinding process.   Consider for example the damage depth curves, for 
samples F, D and J shown in Figure 10.  The preparation of samples F and D have previously been 
discussed.  Sample J was prepared in a similar manner except that the grinding slurry was prepared 
by spiking the base slurry of 9 µm Al2O3 (Mirogrit WCA9T) with 0.1wt% of 15 µm Al2O3 (Mirogrit 
WCA15T).  As shown in Figure 10, the presence of even a small fraction of nominally 15 µm 
particles effectively increases the maximum per-particle loading, thus significantly increasing the 
depth of the SSD layer.  That is, the presence of only a few 15 µm particles caused significantly 
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more damage than when the entire abrasive population consisted of 15 µm particles. The preceding 
example illustrates both the importance of ensuring the uniformity in the size of grinding media19

and the importance in excluding impurities (rogue indenters) from finishing operations. 

4.2 The fracture depth distribution 

During a grinding process, new surface fractures are continually being formed while the depth of 
previously formed fractures are continually being reduced and ultimately eliminated as material is 
removed from the surface of the work piece20. In the case of a grinder under constant load, one 
would expect that the maximum fracture depth (e.g. maximum depth of SSD) would be dominated 
by those fractures that were both formed late in the process, and as the result of highest per particle 
loading.  

Experimentally, one finds that the obscuration resulting from subsurface cracks (Figure 5) decays 
exponentially over several orders of magnitude.  Such an exponential decay can not, of course, 
continue without bound.  Aside from a small frictional contribution, Equation 2 implies that for a 
given substrate, the maximum depth of subsurface damage corresponds simply to the fracture 
associated with most heavily loaded particle.  It is this maximum depth that is responsible for the 
truncation of the exponential decay seen in Figure 5, and corresponds to the maximum SSD depth.

4.3 The fracture length distribution 

As has been noted above, the length of each of the isolated fractures associated with a given abrasive 
process (see Figure 4) lie within relatively narrow bounds.   The experimentally determined 
cumulative distribution (F(L)) of crack lengths from each process can be fit to an exponential 
function the form: 

5)

Where:
L is the crack length 

fp L is the estimated average crack length
A is an arbitrary fitting parameter 

A summary of the fitting parameters associated with each of the shaping processes is shown in Table 
2.  As shown in Table 2, and Figure 4, each process has a crack length distribution that is 
characteristic of the abrasive size used during that process.  This reflects the physical overlap 
between the substrate and the abrasive during the initiation and growth of the resultant crack.  In the 
case of an idealized, hard, elastic, spherical abrasive, interacting with an elastic substrate, the size of 
the overlap is given by the Hertzian contact zone21,22.  
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Where:
a is radius of the circle of contact  
r is the radius of the particle
P is the load applied to the indenter
k is a contact parameter given by the expression: 

7)
Where:

ν and νs are Poisson’s ratio of the indenter and the substrate respectively.
E and Es are Young’s moduli for the indenter and the substrate respectively. 

A static Hertzian fracture would be expected to have a radius the size of the contact zone.  In the 
case of a trailing indentation, a crack forms only around a fraction of the circumference of the 
contact zone, see for example Figure 9.   If one assumes that the fracture forms over only a quarter of 
the circumference18 of the contact zone, the following expression provides an estimate of the length 
of the resultant crack: 

8)

4.4 The relationship between the fracture depth and fracture length distributions

The most straight forward means of estimating the maximum extent of subsurface damage, using the 
MRF wedge polish technique, is to plot the obscuration as function of depth as has been done in 
Figure 6.  Using the cumulative obscuration distribution, to make such an estimate generally requires 
that the depth of the taper exceeds the maximum depth of subsurface damage.   Given that both the 
fracture depth and the fracture length distributions describe the same population of cracks, one might 
expect that information from the crack length distribution can be used to describe the distribution of 
crack depths, and thus the observed obscuration. 

Recall that for a given substrate and abrasive, the depth of subsurface damage is a function of a 
single parameter, that is the distribution of loads (P) that are imposed on each of the ensemble of 
abrasive particles (indenters).  The crack length distribution, however, is a function of two 
parameters; the distribution of both effective particle sizes (d = 2r) and the resulting distribution of 
particle loads (P).   Note that the “effective” particle size distribution represents a subset of the 
parent particle size distribution in that it represents only that portion of the parent distribution that 
results in the initiation and growth of fractures.   

One would expect that the total load (PT) imposed on the surface of a substrate during grinding 
would be apportioned between the various abrasive particles present as a simple function of the 
dimension of each particle.  If one assumes that the fraction of the total load (PT) that is transmitted 
from the lap to the substrate via a given particle is a linear function of the penetration of the particle 
into either the lap or substrate, then the load on a given particle (Pi) can be expressed as a function of 
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the size of a particle size (di) relative to that of a normalizing particle size characteristic of the 
abrasive (dc) used:

9)

Where the quantity PT/NL represents the average load per particle. 

One can express the distribution of crack lengths as a fractional, f(L), rather than as a cumulative 
distribution: 

10)

Using Equation 9 allows particle size to be eliminated from Equation 8 allowing one to express the 
length of indentation fractures (L) as a function of one, rather than two (P or r) variables.  When 
such a substitution is made which eliminates the particle size (r) from Equation 8, one finds that both 
the length (L) and depth (c) of the fracture scale as the 2/3 power of the load (P).  Moreover using 
this model, one finds that the ratio of the fracture length and depth are linearly related to one another 
by the expression: 

11)

Since the crack length can be expressed as a function of a single variable, and associated constants, 
one can express the crack length distribution (F(L)) as a function of load (P). By making this change 

in variables one to express a fractional load distribution 
dP

PdF )( in terms of the fractional crack 

length distribution: 

12)

Similarly, by substitution of the appropriate variables and application of the Fracture Mechanics 
derived scaling law, relating crack depth and load (Equation 1 or 2), it is easy to show that the 
fractional crack depth distribution is related to the fractional distribution of crack lengths by the 
general expression: 

13)

The fractional distribution of crack depths can in turn be multiplied by the width (w), length and 
number (n) of cracks allowing a fractional obscuration (o(c)) to be expressed as:

14)
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Integration of the fractional obscuration (o(c)) allows us to express the cumulative obscuration 
(O(c))  

15)

Although the process outlined above may be carried out numerically, when the cumulative crack 
length distribution is expressed in the form of Equation 5, the cumulative obscuration is found to be 
of the form: 

16)

As shown in Equation 16, the cumulative obscuration, O(c), is the difference of two exponentials.  
The first half of Equation 16 decays as an exponential of crack depth, while the second exponential 
function is a constant for a given crack length distribution.  

The cumulative obscuration, as expressed in Equation 16, has been fit to each of the experimentally 
measured distributions (see Figure 11).  The values of the fitting parameters used in each case are 
shown in Table 3.  

4.4 Correlations of Subsurface Damage with Surface Roughness and Crack Length

As noted above, Preston5 first described an empirical correlation between surface roughness and the 
depth of subsurface damage.  The physical basis for such a correlation may be the result of the 
characteristics of the fractures which lead to subsurface damage and surface morphology, 
respectively.  One would expect that the maximum depth of SSD would be dominated by either 
Hertzian or radial cracks while material removal, and thus surface morphology, might well be 
dominated by the depth of lateral cracking.  Due to the slightly larger growth constant for the 
Hertzian, we will assume that the depth of the SSD is proportional to the depth of fractures of this 
type. 

The depth that a static lateral crack (cl) will grow is also related to the load on the indenter23.  
Specifically: 

17)

Where:
χl is a lateral growth constant that is dependent on the materials properties of the substrate 
Hs is the indentation hardness of the substrate 

And 
Es is the modulus of the substrate
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The ratio of Equation 17, which describes the depth of a lateral fracture, and Equation 1, which 
describes the depth of a Hertzian fracture, results in an expression that would be expected to be 
proportional to the ratio of SSD and surface roughness. 

18)

This expression is similar to one that has been given by Lambropoulos24 et. al. However in the 
present case, we have assumed that the depth of the subsurface damage is proportional to the depth 
of Hertzian, rather than radial crack, and that the surface roughness is proportional to the depth of 
the lateral cracks, rather than the size of the plastically deformed zone as was assumed by 
Lambropoulos.  As shown in Equation 18, this ratio is dominated by the materials properties of the 
substrate and only a weak (P1/6) function of the conditions under which the grinding is performed 
(e.g. applied load). 

The correlations that we have observed between surface roughness and the average and the 
maximum extent of SSD are shown in Figure 12.  As shown in Figure 12, the present work indicates 
the maximum SSD is about 9 times as deep as the peak to valley roughness, as measured by surface 
profilometery.  Unfortunately there is often a great deal of uncertainly associated with the 
experimental measurement of peak to valley roughness.  In the present set of data, for example, 
replicate measurements (n=4) typically varied by ±40% relative to the mean.  As an alternative 
means of estimating the depth of subsurface damage we have also plotted (Figure 13) both the 
average (<c>) and the maximum (cmax) fracture depth as a function of the average crack length <L>, 
as suggested by Equation 11.  As shown in Figure 13, the average fracture depth is found to be 0.35 
times the average crack length, while the maximum fracture depth (SSD) is about 2.8 times the 
average fracture length.  Such a correlation can be used to estimate either the average or maximum 
extent of subsurface damage given a population of isolated fracture on the surface of an optic.

5.0 Summary

We have directly measured and characterized the subsurface damage found in a series of fused silica 
samples that were subjected to sandblasting and single grinding processes typical of those used 
during optical fabrication (e.g. loose abrasive grinding and fixed abrasive grinding using metal and 
resin bond abrasives).  The present results indicate that isolated subsurface fractures, caused during 
grinding, can be described as trailing indentation fractures.  Although the density of cracks decays 
exponentially as a function of depth, the basic shape and length of individual cracks, remains similar 
throughout the subsurface damage layer.  The distributions of crack lengths also show an 
exponential dependence and are related to the size of the abrasive that created the fractures.   The 
crack length and crack depth distributions can be related to one another through the use of a simple 
model based on indentation mechanics.  

Indentation mechanics also suggest, and experimental data confirm, that the maximum depth of the 
subsurface damage layer results when abrasive particles carry abnormally high fractional loads.  This 
emphasizes the importance of monodispersed particle size distributions and the exclusion of rogue 
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particles which can result in high per particle loading, thus increasing the depth of the subsurface 
damage layer. 

Consistent with previous workers, we find that the depth of SSD correlates with peak to valley 
roughness.  We suggest that such a correlation is the result of difference in the type of indentation 
fractures which dominate SSD and surface removal respectively. As an alternative means of 
estimating the depth of subsurface damage we suggest a correlation between average crack length 
and SSD. 
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the method used to characterize subsurface in this work.

Figure 2: Typical appearance of near surface cracks on ground fused silica surfaces. 
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Figure 3: Fracture morphology as a function of depth into the ground surface

Figure 4: Isolated and near isolated fractures exposed by MRF taper polishing and subsequent BOE 
etching.  
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Figure 5: Schematic representation of crack length and depth nomenclature used in this work.  In 
the present work the width of the crack is typically governed by the time used to etch the cracks. 

Figure 6:  Cumulative distribution of crack depths, given as obscuration, observed by taper 
polishing, etching and image analysis of samples shown in Table 1. Note the truncation of the 
exponential decay of obscuration; particularly samples B and C (see text).
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Figure 7:  Cumulative distribution of crack lengths in samples A-G.  Data points represent the 
experimentally determined crack length distribution found by the measurement of isolated 
subsurface cracks from each of the indicated samples.  Each data set consisted of between 300 and 
7000 individual fractures. The solid lines represent single exponential fits of each data set (see text).

Figure 8: Schematic representation of the three basic fractures formed by static indentation. 
Hertzian cone cracks (a) form when a blunt indenter loads a brittle substrate.  Radial cracks form 
beneath a plastically deformed zone resulting from a sharp indentation.  Lateral cracks (c) form 
following the relaxation of the load on the plastically deformed region. (After Lawn16)
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Figure 9: A series of trailing indentation fractures on a fused silica surface.  The particle which 
caused this series of fractures moved from left to right.  Following indentation, the resultant fractures 
were exposed by etching the substrate in 20:1 buffered oxide etch.

Figure 10: Distribution of subsurface damage in loose abrasive ground samples F (9 µm Al2O3), D
(15 µm Al2O3) and J (99.9% 9 µm, 0.1% 15 µm 15 µm Al2O3).  The increased depth of SSD 
observed in sample J results from the distribution of the total load among a smaller number of 
particles (see text). 
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Figure 11: Comparison of directly measured distribution of obscuration (points) to fit of cumulative 
obscuration derived from crack length distribution (Equation 15). See Table 3 for fitting parameters. 

Figure 12: Correlation between peak to valley surface roughness and subsurface damage depth.   
Surface roughness measurements were performed using surface profilometery (see text).
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Figure 13: Correlation of maximum SSD depth (cmax) and the average SSD depth (<c>) with the d 
mean crack length (<L>). 



Table 1: Conditions used During the Generation of Experimental Samples

Sample Abrasive
Manufacture’s 
Stated Size 

Grinder        
(Sandblaster) Conditions 

A Al2O3 300 µm 
Zero Blast-n-Peen 
Model NPGS-4

B Metal Bond Diamond 125 µm  (120 grit)
Blanchard Model 
11A20 

Downfeed: 250 µm/min 
Rotation: 45 rpm

C Resin Bond Diamond 100 µm  (150 grit)
Blanchard Model 
11A20 

Downfeed: 230 µm/min 
Rotation: 41 rpm

D
Loose Al2O3                            
(Mirogrit WCA15T) 15 µm Pyrex lap/water

Load 25 N                      
Lap rotation: 36 rpm

E Resin Bond Diamond 15 µm  
Strausbaugh Model 
6DA-DC-2

Load 25 N                      
Lap rotation: 16 rpm

F
Loose Al2O3                              
(Mirogrit WCA9T) 9 µm Pyrex lap / water

Load 25 N                      
Lap rotation: 36 rpm

G Resin Bond Diamond 7 µm 
Strausbaugh Model 
6DA-DC-2

Load 25 N                      
Lap rotation: 16 rpm

Table 2: Cumulative Crack length Distribution 
Fitting Parameters

Sample A <L>
A: Sandblast 0.83 27.1 µm
B: 120 grit 0.94 28.3 µm
C: 320 grit 1.01 14.9 µm
D: 15 mm loose 1.31 4.6 µm
E: 15 mm fixed 1.65 4.5 µm
F: 9 mm loose 1.23 2.0 µm
G: 7 mm fixed 0.83 8.4 µm



Table 3: Fitting Parameters used to Fit Fracture Length Distribution
Derived Obscuration to Experimental Data

Sample Average Load per 
particle (PT/NL) 

Average crack 
Density (n/cm2)

Max crack 
length Lmax (µm)

A: Sandblast 0.14 3x105 384

B: 120 grit 0.05 5x105 234

C: 320 grit 0.01 2x106 183

D: 15 µm loose 0.005 1x106 100

E: 15 µm fixed 0.003 4x106 68

F: 9 µm loose 0.00008 3x1015 68

G: 7 µm fixed 0.0006 8x105 nd
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